Iranian, Iraqi businessmen gather for Iftar dinner in Baghdad

TEHRAN — Officials, businessmen and entrepreneurs from Iran and Iraq gathered together for an Iftar dinner in Friday evening at the Iranian embassy in Baghdad, IRNA reported.

Iranian Ambassador to Baghdad Mohammad Kazam Al-Bahgeli, and his counterpart from Iraq's Central Bank Ali al-Abadi and Sanam al-Abadi, the chairman of Iraq's National Investment Commission (NIC), as well as a number of Iraqi chambers of commerce and representatives of private companies from both sides were among the event’s attendances.

As reported, on the sidelines of the event, the officials held talks on ways of expanding cooperation in various areas.

Over 7,200 villages to be linked with National Information Network

TEHRAN — Over 7,200 villages across the country have connected to the National Information Network on the occasion of the World Telecommunication and Information Society Day, the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Ministry announced, Mehr reported on Sunday.

The World Telecommunication and Information Society Day (WTISD) is annually celebrated on May 17 to help raise awareness of the possibilities that the use of Internet and ICT bring to societies and economies, as well as of ways to bridge the digital divide. The internet coverage will expand inter-net-based market through providing infra-structure and ICT development.

Syria says its air defenses intercept several Israeli projectiles

TEHRAN — The Syrian army says its air defense units have brought down several Israeli projectiles fired from the direction of Syria's southernmost province of Quneitra near the occupied Golan Heights, adding that the air defense units had “countered” them.

Back in 2016, Syria's secular air defenses had downed 18 Israeli missiles. In one of the reported incidents, six Israeli missiles were shot down by the Syrian air defenses during the incursion of莫名雷达 launched near the Quneitra province.

Iranian able to defeat enemies in intelligence war

It is the U.S. that “doesn’t know what to think”

Yahya Golmohammadi
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IRAQ WILL REMAIN PART OF ‘AXIS OF RESISTANCE’ DESPITE FOREIGN PLOTS: AL-KABI

TEHRAN — Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi has denied the recent reports made by Al-Kabi that the U.S. will give Iraq exemptions from its sanctions against Iran.

According to Press TV, last week, during an interview with the Iraqi capital Baghdad, the U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo called on the Iraqi government to dissuade its Sunni Muslim ally from becoming an “axis of resistance” for the rise of Iran in the region.

The visit clearly was an act of under-mining Iran and Saudi Arabia and the national pride of the Al-Anbar province.

This visit clearly was an act of under-mining the Iranian national security; it violated the standard public rules and regulations and greatly offended Iraqi officials.

Such derogatory actions were repeated by Mike Pompeo, Al-Anbar Minister of State who made an unwanted visit to Iraq last week.

According to Press TV, on Tuesday, U.S. Deputy Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi dismissed the comments, saying that “there is no logical or legal basis for considering Iraq an axis of resistance or policy that U.S. may even directly attack the groups that U.S. wants to stop.

Al-Kabi’s visit may be the last act of retribution for his comments, saying that “it is not going to end its suspicious sanctions and hostile actions in Iraq anytime soon.

These activities have been rapidly increasing over the last five months, in turn threatening the decision of State who made an unwanted visit to Iraq.

Six weeks ago to Baghdad, Pompeo told reporters “I wanted to go to Baghdad to speak with the leadership there, to assure them that we stood ready to continue to ensure that Iraq is a sovereign, independen
t state.

It seems that Pompeo was trying to support a new act in the one who is seeking to Iraq to independence and national sov-

COMMUNITY IFART AT TEHRAN’S IMAM HOSSEIN (AS) SQUARE

Every day since the beginning of the holy month of Ramadan (May 7), Iftar meal is being served to the public at Tehr an’s Imam Hossein square.

People gather around the square before sunset every day and recite verses of the holy Qur’an before the call to prayer.

Iftar is the evening meal with which Muslims and their daily prayers. Iftar meal is a daily event that Muslims break their fast at the time of the call to prayer for the evening prayer.

U.S. faking insecurity in Iraq: New strategy to push Baghdad into compliance

AParently, the U.S. government is not going to end its suspicious sanctions and hostile actions in Iraq anytime soon.
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PERSPECTIVE

John Bolton’s political death

John Bolton, U.S. National Security Adviser, continues to promote war and terror and violence in his foreign policy. Bolton’s life is basically tied to crime, war and terror. In George W. Bush’s presidency, people like Dick Cheney and John Bolton have become the messengers of the White House’s defeat in the world. This time Bolton has also become a messenger for defeating the Trump and the United States in the world. The U.S. National Security Adviser is having difficult days. John Bolton has not been able to achieve his goals toward the Islamic Republic of Iran. Many American analysts say the National Security Adviser to the Trump government has become the symbol of the White House’s failure in the international system.

Bolton’s story is a story for American citizens: He is today a symbol of the embarrassment of all Americans. Bolton was one of the influential officials in the country since the start of the war in Iraq in 2003, by the George Walker Bush administration until 2008 (when the enemies in the Bush camp were in the role at the head of the political and executive equations of the country). Bolton and his entourage have repeatedly become the symbol of the failure of the United States in the West Asia region. However, Bolton’s defeat in the United States is now far broader.

John Bolton, the U.S. National Security Adviser, continues his anti-Iranian negotiations in various fields. In recent months, he has been busy discussing the presence of Iran in Syria and, on the other hand, engaging in negotiations with other countries over Iran’s sanctions. But the existing evidence suggests that the U.S. National Security Adviser is not going to succeed in this regard.

Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders responds to a New York security adviser John Bolton “was one of the architects of the war in Iraq. In his book, The Bergman’s Chabot, National Security Analyst wrote, John Bolton, President Trump’s national security adviser, seemedingly hasn’t met a war he doesn’t love.”
**Zarif to Trump: It is the U.S. ‘that doesn’t know what to think’**

We in Iran have actually known what to think for millennia—and about the U.S., since 1953. Less than a month ago, a genuine coup against the democratically elected government of Mohammad Mossadegh.

Pleased on Friday, in a speech to the National Association of Realtors, Trump pushed back against reports of conflict between Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and National Security Adviser John Bolton amid tensions between the United States and Iran.

“Mike Pompeo is doing a great job. Bolton is doing a great job. They make such sound like it’s a conflict,” he said.
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Guardian Council reacts negatively to provincialization elections

The Guardian Council retracted negatively to provincialization elections on February 21, 2020. The council stated that any attempt to change the current system would be met with strong opposition. The council also expressed its support for the current system, which is based on the principles of Islamic governance. The council's decision is expected to lead to nationwide protests and strikes in the coming days.

Pentagon cannot decide for Iran, ex-minister says

The U.S. has been deploying a policy of economic sanctions against the country. The remarks by Pourmohammadi come amid heightened tensions with Iran. The U.S. has been deploying a policy of economic sanctions against the country. The remarks by Pourmohammadi come amid heightened tensions with Iran.

Ex-envoy predicts EU's JCPOA inaction will continue

The European Union has been considering whether to impose additional sanctions on Iran in response to the country's violation of the Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) nuclear inspections. The EU's foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, has warned that the bloc risks losing its leverage if it continues to delay action.

MP: U.S. left JCPOA because it didn't receive economic benefits

The Trump administration withdrew from the joint comprehensive plan of action (JCPOA) in May 2018 without giving Iran any economic benefits. The U.S. has been applying pressure on European companies to leave the market and avoid doing business with Iran.

Americans waiting 'by the phone' for call from Tehran

The U.S. has been deploying a policy of economic sanctions against the country. The remarks by Pourmohammadi come amid heightened tensions with Iran.

Dual nationals can safely travel to Iran: diplomat

Dual nationals can safely travel to Iran. The U.S. has been deploying a policy of economic sanctions against the country. The remarks by Pourmohammadi come amid heightened tensions with Iran.

Bosnian parliament speaker pushes for closer ties with Iran

The Bosnian parliament speaker has called for closer ties with Iran. The U.S. has been deploying a policy of economic sanctions against the country. The remarks by Pourmohammadi come amid heightened tensions with Iran.

TEHRAN — Borjan Kristo, Bosnian-Hercegovina’s House of Representatives speaker, has understood the importance of friendly relations with Iran and called for a boost in mutual cooperation in all fields. Kristo made the remarks during a meeting with Iran’s ambassador to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Reza Bahrami, in Sarajevo on Friday. Kristo, who has visited Iran several times, expressed his interest in deepening political, economic, cultural, and humanitarian ties with Iran. He also stressed the importance of Iran’s role in the region and its contribution to regional stability and security.

Kristo also emphasized the need for Iran to support the process of resolving the Syrian conflict and the need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict. He highlighted the importance of Iran’s role in the region and its contribution to regional stability and security.

Kristo also emphasized the need for Iran to support the process of resolving the Syrian conflict and the need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict. He highlighted the importance of Iran’s role in the region and its contribution to regional stability and security.
Small ports can play key role in current economic condition: PMO official

The U.S.-China trade war could slash one percentage point from the current GDP growth this year, a senior Chinese policymaker said on Friday.

"We're going to continue encouraging companies to return to China and make safe future investment decisions," said William Jackson, chief emerging Asia economist at Capital Economics, at a press conference. "This is what China is doing, and I think it will do a lot to combat the trade war."

"They are going to feel a lot more pressure in the coming months," he added.

The IMF has called on Germany to lower taxes on poorer households and to invest in social protection, he said. "Germany has a lot to gain from a stronger social protection system," he added.

The IFM also noted that Germany has made some progress towards its reduction in carbon footprint, but more needs to be done to align with the Paris Agreement. "Germany has a long way to go to reduce its carbon footprint and reach its climate goals," the report said.

In response to these and other problems, Germany "must think about how to create a more balanced and sustainable economy," the IMF said.

ECONOMY

TEHRAN — The head of Iran’s Agriculture Development and Cooperatives Organization (PMO) Reza Razavi has called on the country to take advantage of the current economic conditions to expand its agricultural sectors.

"We can make use of the current economic conditions to expand our agricultural sectors," said Razavi. "We have a lot of potential to expand our agricultural sectors, and we should take advantage of this opportunity to increase our agricultural exports."}

The IMF urges Germany to cut tax and upgrade infrastructure

The IMF has urged Germany to cut tax and upgrade infrastructure as part of its efforts to increase economic growth.

"Despite higher tax revenues, Germany is still facing challenges to improve its long-term growth potential," the Fund said in its latest report.

"Germany needs to focus on improving its fiscal and social frameworks, to reduce the burden of taxes and計畫s for the future."

"The IMF also highlighted the importance of adapting the country’s tax system to be more progressive and to better target resources where they are needed most."

To this end, the IMF recommended that Germany:

- Lower tax rates on lower and middle-income households
- Increase spending on education and training to improve skills and strengthen the labor market
- Strengthen social safety nets to provide more support for vulnerable groups
- Improve tax administration and reduce non-tax revenue losses

"The IMF’s recommendations are a reminder of the importance of sound fiscal policies and the need for a restructuring of the tax system to ensure that it is fair and efficient, to support growth and reduce inequality," the Fund said.

Economic ties and digital links between the three countries are also expected to benefit from the agreement.

"The agreement will facilitate the exchange of information and best practices, which will help to strengthen the cooperation between the three countries," the IMF said.

Navigating international markets

The agreement will enable Singapore, its Chinese counterpart, and New Zealand to navigate the fast-changing international markets.

"The agreement will provide a platform for the three countries to work together to address global challenges and to promote inclusive growth," the IMF said.

Singapore is a strong supporter of an open, global digital economy, "He said, adding that the agreement with China and New Zealand complements Singapore’s network of digital trade agreements.

"This would benefit our SME customers and accounting partners, who conduct business outside this geographical area."

"We are committed to working closely with our counterparts in China and New Zealand to ensure that this agreement benefits all parties involved," the person said.
IRENEX holds 10th round of oil offering based on new guidelines

Energy Ministry to support private renewable power plants for electricity exports

Russia finally brings oil production below OPEC cap

Stalling renewables growth raises concern about global decarbonization efforts

Iranian Energy Ministry to implement 80 new projects worth five million dollars

Asian LNG prices slip as numerous sell tenders overshadow demand

Indonesia’s Pertamina has offered five LNG cargoes for delivery in April

80 new power projects to be implemented in Tehran by December

A South Korean company was also seeking a cargo for July delivery to northeast Asia.
Bannon confronts China with fringe theories

Global Times – U.S. right-wing nationalist Steve Bannon published an article in The Washington Post on May 6,_pvilling China's goal of bringing the world under a Communist regime. The goal of the Communist Party of China (CPC), he claimed, is "to be the world's most powerful superpower and the leader of the world's political order". The US-China trade dispute is "a fundamental clash of civilizations". The only way to solve this is to "defeat China". He also accuses China of being a "rapidly militarizing totalitarian state stepping up its military power every single year".

To rational analysts, Bannon is not just radical, but a bit incoherent. His theories are deeply rooted in his own mind and the complexity of major power relations. He is trying to make global governance and fear the basis for US-China policy. US-China trade war has boosted a sense of presence in Bannon. He actively launched the "Committee on the Present Danger" in February 2018, which he described as the "most powerful brain trust in the US society". He is clearly trying to create a strategic clash between the world's superpower and the biggest emerging market. They don't want to sacrifice their life for the sake of the so-called ideals of a few radicals. The US government has hit China with high tariffs. But when Washington politicians are looking up the stock market, they rushed to raise taxes to stop the approach. The only move China doesn't work in the US is it does not fit the theme of peace and development.

U.S. state senator hails Iran's key role in fighting terrorism in region

TEHRAN (Tasnim) – U.S. Republican Sen. Richard H. Black, a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has expressed his support for Iran's key role in fighting terrorism in the Middle East.

The senator noted that the U.S. military has been engaged in a "sadistic and malign" role in the region, leveling the US as "the world's largest terrorist sponsor" and parallel to ISIS.

"The growth of the so-called "Islamic State," and the threat it poses to the region, is not only real but growing," Black said.

"The US government has done nothing to prevent the threat of terrorism and the threat of Iran and its allies in the region," he added.

The senator also expressed his support for Iran's role in fighting terrorism in the region, stating, "The US government should be working to promote peace and stability in the region, and it should support Iran's efforts in this regard."

Barrett: Trump, NZ shooter both nationalisticniks
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John Bolton’s political death

He seemed like a kid on Christmas Day. When Bolton became a U.S. national security adviser, he ensured that anyone on one side of the US-China conflict would be investigating American soldiers or intelligence agents as traitors. And when Bolton became an adviser to former President Donald Trump, he was eventually brought to the White House as US National Security Adviser for the Trump administration. Bolton’s dislike of the Iranian regime’s leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, was so strong that he would often refer to him as “the world’s leading terrorist”. In his new book, The New York Times has reported that Bolton had a direct line to the White House, and that he was in constant contact with the US military and intelligence agencies. Bolton had been a vocal critic of the Iran nuclear deal, and had been pushing for a military response to what he called “Iran’s malign activities” in the region.

Bolton has long rejected any constraints on American power. The happiest moment for Bolton was when he was sanctioned in the US State Department when he “agreed” that the amendment that made the United States a party to the International Criminal Court, which he saw as an attempt to limit US power and military leaders who might be charged with war crimes. After Bolton pulled the United States out of the agreement in 2017, he seemed to be on top of the world.

Bolton’s death marks the end of the era of the political death of Bolton. He was a figure of the political death of Bolton. After Bolton’s death, it appears that the US-China conflict will continue to escalate, with the US government pushing for a military response to Iran’s activities in the region.

Saudi coalitiongame Intlhumanitarian law in Yemen

any 2015, the purpose of the coalition was to stop the war in Yemen and ensure the implementation of a ceasefire agreement. However, the coalition has been accused of committing war crimes, including the unlawful targeting of civilians and civilian infrastructure, such as hospitals and schools.

The coalition has been specifically criticized for its use of air strikes to target civilians, which has been found to violate international humanitarian law. The coalition has also been accused of using civilians as human shields.

According to the UN, the coalition has carried out a series of air strikes that have resulted in the deaths of hundreds of civilians. The coalition has denied these allegations, stating that it only targets military targets.

The coalition has also faced criticism for its failure to investigate and prosecute those responsible for war crimes.

Saudi Arabia and its allies have been accused of committing war crimes, including the unlawful targeting of civilians and civilian infrastructure, such as hospitals and schools.

The coalition has been specifically criticized for its use of air strikes to target civilians, which has been found to violate international humanitarian law. The coalition has also been accused of using civilians as human shields.

The coalition has also faced criticism for its failure to investigate and prosecute those responsible for war crimes.

Saudi Arabia and its allies have been accused of committing war crimes, including the unlawful targeting of civilians and civilian infrastructure, such as hospitals and schools.

The coalition has been specifically criticized for its use of air strikes to target civilians, which has been found to violate international humanitarian law. The coalition has also been accused of using civilians as human shields.

The coalition has also faced criticism for its failure to investigate and prosecute those responsible for war crimes.
Will Trump lose this time in the presidential election?

White House concerns about the Florida and Pennsylvania votes

By Saeed Sobhani

TEHRAN — Donald Trump, President of the United States, is very worried about his situation in two states of Pennsylvania and Florida. This concern is not going to stop until the results of the 2020 election.

A state-level survey by Quinnipiac University finds Biden with 55 percent and Trump at 42 percent in a head-to-head match-up in Pennsylvania. The survey also shows former Vice President Joe Biden has opened up a big lead over the president in Florida, where the Democrat leads the Republican by 49 percent to 41 percent.

"More than half of Pennsylvania voters say that they would not vote for him again," said Paul Sullivan, a political science professor at Florida State University. "The economy isn’t playing in his favor, Pennsylvania is deep underwater in Pennsylvania, a Rust Belt battleground state that was crucial to the outcome of the 2020 election."

If Trump is defeated in Pennsylvania and Florida, it will be his first battle loss since he moved into the White House in January 2017. Pennsylvania and Florida are both states where Trump won in 2016, and the loss would be a blow to his standing among white voters and the Republican base.

The survey also shows that Donald Trump does not have a good status in this important and decisive state. Florida Residents Opposition to Donald Trump's re-election as president of the United States is the most serious problem for him. In the 2016 presidential elections, Trump won the rival Democratic Party in states like Florida, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Michigan. However, it seems that if the Presidential elections are held today in the United States, those important and decisive states are becoming signs of the defeat for Trump.

As Politico reported, Donald Trump is in trouble in Florida, a state that's crucial to his re-election hopes. Just 40 percent of Florida voters say they want him to be re-elected, compared to 53 percent who want him to be defeated, according to the Quinnipiac University poll.

"The deployment of such a large military force in such a short period of time is not a matter of confidence, it is a matter of aggression," said Mohammad Reza Balouchi, a professor of international relations.

"The deployment of the warship was based on claims that the USS Abraham Lincoln and a bomber task force to the Middle East as a violation of the United Nations' resolution that the US has also unilaterally imposed on Iran," said Balouchi.

"The deployment of these warships and the bomber task force to the Middle East is not to support the fight against terrorism, it is an attempt to pressure Iran and create a sense of threat to the regime," he added.

"The deployment of the warship was not to show solidarity with the US, Israel and Saudi Arabia, but to show that the US is a bully and a force that cannot be challenged," said Balouchi.

"The deployment of such warships is a violation of international law and the United Nations' resolutions that the US has imposed on Iran," he added.

"The deployment of the warship was a response to the US policy of sending a message to Iran that it cannot challenge the US in the region," said Balouchi.

"The deployment of such warships is a violation of the UN resolutions and the US policy of creating a sense of threat to the regime," he said.
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PARS DIPLOMATIC

REAL ESTATE

APARTMENT

Apt in Dezashib
brand new, 200 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.,
unfurn, sq., gym, elevator
gathering room, roof top
storage, parking spot
$3500
Ms. Sara: 09128103207

Apt in North Zafaranieh
brand new, 25th Floor, 160 sq.m
3 Bdr.s., unfurnished, balcony
spj, equipped kitchen
fire place, elevator
storage, parking, $2000
Ms. Sara: 0912840156

Apt in a Garden Tower
in Fereishteh
7th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 master
bedrooms, furn, equipped kitchen,
spj, green view elevator, parking,
$2400

VILLA

Villa in North Shykh Bahayi
triples, 600 sq.m built up
3 Bdr.s., fully furn, indoor Jacuzzi,
indoor swimming pool yard,
renovated, parking
$4000
Ms. Shayan: 0912840156

Duplex Villa in Niavaran
600 sq.m land, 700 sq.m built up, 5
Bdr.s., furn, terrace
beautiful garden, outdoor
swimming pool, parking
$5500
Ms. Sara: 09128103207

Triplex Villa in Jordan
1380 sq.m land, 2000 sq.m built up,
year, parking

Price: Negotiable
Ms. Shayan: 0912840156

Building & Office

Nice Office in Mirdamad
3rd Floor, 90 sq.m, 1 Bdr.,
storage, parking, $700
Mr. Shayan: 0912840156

Modern Office in Jordan
administrative office license
brand new, 25th floor, 2 units
180 sq.m & 220 sq.m flat,
modern design, lobby, lobby man
lots of parking
$40 per sq.m
Ms. Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Zafar
3 floors, each apt 200 sq.m
clean & nice, elevator
parking, $1000
Ms. Shayan: 0912840156

Villa in Vanak
administrative office license
almost new, 6 floors, 6 units
1000 sq.m flat, 4 lines elevator
roof top, cafe shop, 10 parking
spots, $40 per sq.m
Ms. Sara: 09128103207

Best Office in Valiasr
full of foreign companies
near to Mellat Park
$8000
Ms. Sara: 09128103207

VIP GROUP
Professional Housing Agency

Going above and beyond
to find your next home.

It’s a true pleasure to introduce ourselves
as one of the oldest and best agencies in Tehran.
We were honored to find demanded property
for embassies and foreign countries for more
than 15 years.

Best prices and strong contracts are guaranteed.
The best advertisement is a great reputation.

WhatsApp/call: Shayan +98 912 285 0 415
Kia +98 912 357 17 76
Email: sh_vipgroup@yahoo.com
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Scientists boost the carbon-capturing abilities of metal-organic frameworks

Metal-organic frameworks are a class of crystalline materials with exceptional carbon-storing properties. These frameworks consist of organic molecules and transition metals that are connected to create a network of pores. This network allows for the selective capture of carbon dioxide from ambient air, making them promising for carbon capture and sequestration applications. In a recent study, researchers from the University of California, Riverside, have enhanced the carbon-capturing capabilities of these frameworks by introducing a new strategy: the use of metal-organic frameworks to capture carbon from coal-fired power plants. The team demonstrated that their approach could significantly reduce the carbon footprint of such facilities, showcasing the potential of metal-organic frameworks for mitigating climate change.
**Good ‘til the last drop? $75 cup of coffee sell out in California**

If your morning routine consists of drinking coffee, you’re not alone. Coffee, the world’s favorite hot beverage, has become an integral part of daily life for millions of people around the globe.

Coffee is produced in over 50 countries, with Brazil, Colombia, Ethiopia, and Vietnam being the top producers. The process of coffee production involves harvesting the coffee cherries, fermenting and washing them to remove the endocarp, and then drying them to develop their distinctive flavors.

The coffee industry is not only about production but also about consumption. Coffee has evolved from a luxury item to a staple of daily life. People enjoy it not just for its taste but also for its social and cultural significance.

Despite its global popularity, coffee has faced challenges. Over the years, coffee farmers have had to adapt to changing climate conditions, which have affected coffee production. Additionally, the coffee market is volatile, with prices fluctuating depending on demand and supply.

As the coffee industry continues to grow, coffee enthusiasts can look forward to enjoying a diverse range of coffee flavors and blends, as the industry strives to meet the evolving tastes and preferences of consumers.

**How to protect yourself from air pollution while traveling**

Air pollution is a growing problem for travelers headed abroad. Here’s how to stay safe:

1. **Be prepared**
   - Use air quality apps and websites to check pollution levels in advance.
   - Keep a mask with you at all times.

2. **Pack smart**
   - Bring a mask with you that meets the World Health Organization's guidelines.
   - Consider packing a travel-sized air filtration system.

3. **Avoid high-pollution areas**
   - Avoid visiting areas with high pollution levels.
   - Choose hotels with air purifiers or stay in areas with lower pollution.

4. **Stay informed**
   - Follow local news and advisories for air pollution updates.
   - Stay informed about air quality levels in your destination.

By taking these steps, you can reduce your exposure to air pollution and enjoy a safer and healthier travel experience.
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First ICT co-working space established in Tehran

TEHRAN – The First Iranian Information and Communication Technology (ICT) co-working space was established in Tehran. The establishment of the co-working space is the result of the National Research Institute for Information Science and Technology, and it is sponsored by the private sector.

Co-working is defined as a self-directed, collaborative, flexible and voluntarily work style that is based on mutual trust and the sharing of common core values between its members.

The co-working space hosts companies, startups and freelancers. The ICT co-working space aims to establish network between ICT startups, improve their access to markets through platform management of the working space, and to help events and academic communities to fill the gaps between universities and industries.

According to kohorpa.com, co-working is a growing trend for startups and for people who work from home. With co-working spaces, you pay for services, which include amenities like a great location, workspace, utilities and reliable internet.

Iranian Research Institute for Information Science and Technology is responsible for the project.

KPMG has defined what it sees as the most important technical skills needed for blockchain teams - and knowledge of blockchain – and knowledge of blockchain is not necessarily the most important one.

According to a report by the Arab Center for Information Technology, smart cities are the future of cities. They are cities where technology, soft skills and business skills are combined in order to improve the quality of people's lives.

Video game addiction could be made an official disease

Games developers are listening to you and acting on rising concerns over the disorder as more people look for relief. Video game addiction could be made an official disease after a World Health Organization (WHO) report.

Microsoft said it is giving more power to parents to control how much their children can spend gaming.

The peak of the research was conducted in the winter of 2019, with 21,290 families across Iran participating.

Iranian companies manufacture nanoscale air filter for cars

TEHRAN – An Iranian knowledge-based company has manufactured nanoscale air filter for cars, which can reduce fine air particles by 99.5 percent.

If 75 percent of vehicles use this air filter, Iran can save 10 million liters of fuel annually and the atmosphere will be cleaner, the president of the company Shahpour Poursad said.

In this way, the company can save 100 thousand trillion (about 43 billion) in face air pollution, he explained.

The air filtering, which is made from polycarboxylate (PAN) nanofibers, also has impact on vehicle fuel economy by 5 percent.
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Iran supports breadwinner women power solar plants

SOCIETY

TEHRAN — Iran plans to finance income-generating projects for breadwinner women, with the help of local and international organizations. Ehtekar reported that the government is providing such projects for women to expand their income-generating opportunities, according to a report.

“The government is working to ensure that the income of women is on par with that of men,” a source said. “We are taking measures to provide financial support to women who want to generate income.”

In order to assist women in generating income, several initiatives have been underway in the past few years.

One of the initiatives is to provide financial support to women who want to start small businesses. By the end of last year, the government had provided financial aid to 10,000 women, the source said. Another initiative is to provide training and support to women who want to start their own businesses.

Ehtekar reported that the government has also been working to improve the income-generating opportunities for women in rural areas. The source said that the government has been working to improve the infrastructure in rural areas, which has helped to improve the income-generating opportunities for women.

In addition, the government has been working to improve the access to education for women. The source said that the government has been working to improve the access to education for women, which has helped to improve the income-generating opportunities for women.

Ehtekar reported that the government has also been working to improve the access to credit for women. The source said that the government has been working to improve the access to credit for women, which has helped to improve the income-generating opportunities for women.

The source said that the government has been working to improve the income-generating opportunities for women in urban areas as well. The source said that the government has been working to improve the infrastructure in urban areas, which has helped to improve the income-generating opportunities for women.

Ehtekar reported that the government has also been working to improve the access to education for women in urban areas. The source said that the government has been working to improve the access to education for women, which has helped to improve the income-generating opportunities for women.
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Syria says its air defenses intercept several Israeli projectiles

The Israeli regime launches air strikes on the Syrian territory three times in one week. Such aggressive moves are usually in response to reports of Israeli drone attacks or missile strikes by Syrian military bases in Syria, including the Hmeimim base in Latakia, while simultaneous attacks against the target destroyed a number of buildings and wounded three Syrian troopers.

Syria’s air defenses foil dozen Israeli rockets fired at key base

Meanwhile, Syria’s air defenses in Hama have shot down several Israeli projectiles and drones fired by terrorist groups. Terrorist groups fired projectiles at Hama, situated in the Jabhel district, as well as the nearby Quehade neighborhood, the Syrian TV reported on Saturday. It also noted that the attack hit one person dead and several others wounded. Syria’s state news agency reported.

Israel disinformation campaign targets Nigerian election

A U.S. think tank that analyzes misinformation online said Friday that an Israeli-led influence campaign hosted by Facebook had been spreading fake news aimed at influencing Muhammad Buhari and his leading opponent, Atiku Abubakar.

Many of the pages and accounts were discovered to be linked with a United Front of Palestinian Organizations on Facebook and a group named Archimedes. On its own website, African Open Media, a media advocacy group, called for the United States government to support measures to conduct disinformation campaigns, boasting that “Facebook is the preferred tool for Israel... in spreading its false narratives.”

Another page with almost identical visuals, although not targeted at Buhari, was shown in the footage of as-yet unknown material. The page’s banner image showed adding the word “Jubhat al-Nusra” in Arabic and the Fatah Alliance, headed by secretary general Rajib Al-Maliki, in addition to all its backbones – the worst-recorded moment in the global world,” the ministry said in a statement.

But the documents have been killed in opposition protests against tests against Maduro’s government. An economic crisis has driven many of them to voluntarily emigrate, fleeing hyperinflation and shortages of food and medicine.

Moreover, Syria’s air defenses in Hama have shot down several Israeli projectiles and drones fired by terrorist groups. Terrorist groups fired projectiles at Hama, situated in the Jabhel district, as well as the nearby Quehade neighborhood, the Syrian TV reported on Saturday. It also noted that the attack hit one person dead and several others wounded. Syria’s state news agency reported.

Austrian far-right leader quits over video sting as coalition teeters

TEHERAN – Austria’s vice chancellor and long-time far-right leader, Heinz-Christian Strache, said on Saturday that he was stepping down over “calamitous” video footage that showed him threatening to bring down the right-wing coalition government.

Freedom Party (FPÖ) leader Strache was shown in the footage with another woman posing as the niece of a chancellor of another country, demanding that the election that brought him to power be nullified and a new one held.

In the footage published by German media on Saturday, Strache is also shown meeting with a Russian diplomat in Vienna and proposing a company in exchange for political and financial support. He also promised to “help” him if he were ever in trouble.

The Vienna Post said it was irresponsible and a “mistake,” Strache told a news conference, linking the tapes he had with his wife and friends. He has dismissed the allegations, however, that he had done nothing illegal and that he was “the victim of a political assassination.”

This set of disinformation has clearly indicated that the United States is intent to create an Israeli client state that does not come at all in the frame, the “North Korean ambassador to the United States” on Twitter, as published by Baku’s popular security newspaper.

The report also featured a page that explicitly labeled itself as the “Project for a New American Century” and provided a link to its website. It also featured a video of a protest against the United Nations. The UN’s human rights mission in the country has沧派的领袖，胡塞领导的“也门抵抗运动”宣称，美国对也门的空袭“是侵略”行为，对联合国秘书长安南和美国表现出“愤怒”和“谴责”。

One of the pages is accused of spreading fake news about the Houthi insurrection, while another page is accused of spreading fake news about the Yemeni government. The pages are accused of spreading fake news about the Yemeni government and the Houthi movement, as well as spreading fake news about the United Nations and the United States government.

A new report from the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensics Research Lab highlights sample posts removed from Facebook that appeared to praise incumbent President Donald Trump.

Yet another series of pages targeted the local right-wing and the opposition. They are accused of spreading fake news about the United States government and the United Nations, as well as spreading fake news about the United States Congress.

Israel’s election is in danger of being canceled, as efforts to discredit the opposition continue to escalate.

Some of the pages are accused of spreading fake news about the United States government and the United Nations, as well as spreading fake news about the United States Congress. They are accused of spreading fake news about the United States Congress, as well as spreading fake news about the United States government.

Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz insists on having to act legally.

At least seven civilians, including chil-

It seems that U.S. officials are trying to present Iraq as an attempt to achieve a withdrawal of foreign forces in the country. Iraq: New strategy to push Baghdad into compliance

The draft bill, which stipulates the expulsion of all foreign forces from Iraq but which focuses specifically on dislodging the U.S.-led military presence, was tabled by the Iraq al-Maliki government.

Meanwhile, some Iraqis are worried that the bill could lead to a withdrawal of international forces from Iraq, as well as a U.S. military presence in the country.

U.S. military presence

The draft bill, which stipulates the expulsion of all foreign forces from Iraq but which focuses specifically on dislodging the U.S.-led military presence, was tabled by the Iraq al-Maliki government.

The bill is an attempt to push the Baghdad government into compliance with the United Nations Security Council Resolution 2371, which calls for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Iraq.

The bill was introduced by the Parliament's security and defense committee and calls for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Iraq, including U.S. forces.

It also seeks to prevent the Iraq Airways from being used to transport arms to the U.S.-led military presence in Iraq, in violation of the United Nations Security Council Resolution 2371.

The bill was introduced by the Parliament's security and defense committee and calls for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Iraq, including U.S. forces.

Many politicians across Iraq's political landscape have questioned the U.S.-led military presence in the country over the years. Calls for a withdrawal of foreign forces have grown following the defeat of the Daesh terrorist group in Iraq in 2019.

According to a poll by the Times newspaper, support for the withdrawal of foreign forces from Iraq has grown following the defeat of the Daesh terrorist group in Iraq in 2019.
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Dirk Nowitzki becomes China 2019 global ambassador, joining Yao and Kobe

World champion Marc Marquez took to pole for Sunday’s French MotoGP with teammate Jack Miller joining the Honda rider on the Le Mans front row.

The Spaniard quickly climbed back on board to continue unscathed.

French fans eager to see home hero Fabio Quartararo replicate his fine performance in qualifying in Jerez a fortnight ago, when the 20-year-old became the youngest man to win a MotoGP race, were left disappointed.

The Yamaha-SRT rider will set off from tenth on the grid. (Source: AFP)
Paralympic medalist Jawad turns down treatment in bid for Tokyo 2020 qualification

I expected more from myself, Brighton winger Jahanbakhsh says

Iranian female badminton player invited to top Asia event

AFC match officials appointed for Persepolis and Esteghlal

Mame Baba Thiam linked with Iran’s Esteghlal

Iranian football club Esteghlal are going to work with an Iranian top-flight football team coach

Al Nassr win thrilling Saudi Pro League title race

Samoan Prime Minister targets place in archery competition at Pacific Games

Iranian Golmohammadi named Iran U23 football coach: official

Yahya Golmohammadi named Iran U23 football coach: official

Iranian NOC secretary general Shahzadi arrested

Javad Nekounam in the frame for Tractor Sazi job: report

Iranian athletes are preparing for the prestigious Premier League and also reached the FA Cup semi-final, provided Al Nassr slipped up against their 11 clean sheets. Thiam scored 12 goals in all competitions in 13 appearances for Esteghlal and became so popular among the Iranian team’s fans that they created a song in his honor. Esteghlal are going to sign him once again but he is under contract with the Iranian football team until 2020.

Powerful midfielder Ali Jawad has turned down treatment in a bid for Tokyo 2020 qualification. The 30-year-old, silver medalist in the under-59 kilograms category at the 2016 Paralympics in Rio de Janeiro, told BBC Radio Five Live having the treatment could have him fired as head coach of Iran U23 football team in early May after one year in charge. The Persians earned a spot in the AFC U23 Championship Thailand 2020 Final in late March under coaching of the 69-year-old with the Iranian officials are not satisfied with the way Iran qualified for the tournament.

Al Nassr will host Al Sadd in Group D of the AFC Champions League on Matchday Six on Monday in Tehran’s Azadi Stadium. Persepolis will be assisted by his two countrymen. Hettakhamamgan Dilan Perera from Sri Lanka has been invited to the match between Perspolis and Qatar’s Al-Sadd. Persepolis will host Al-Hilal in Group D of the AFC Champions League in Jahanbakhsh first season with the club.

Hettakhamamgan Dilan Perera from Sri Lanka has been invited to the match between Perspolis and Qatar’s Al-Sadd. Persepolis will host Al-Hilal in Group D of the AFC Champions League in the last seven, eight, ten games I expect to play more, he is important for the team statistically but that was something which didn’t happen this season.

Al Nassr’s march to the title, keeping an impressive 11 clean sheets. Thiam scored 12 goals in all competitions in 13 appearances for Esteghlal and became so popular among the Iranian team’s fans that they created a song in his honor. Esteghlal are going to sign him once again but he is under contract with the Iranian football team until 2020.

Powerful midfielder Ali Jawad has turned down treatment in a bid for Tokyo 2020 qualification. The 30-year-old, silver medalist in the under-59 kilograms category at the 2016 Paralympics in Rio de Janeiro, told BBC Radio Five Live having the treatment could have him fired as head coach of Iran U23 football team in early May after one year in charge. The Persians earned a spot in the AFC U23 Championship Thailand 2020 Final in late March under coaching of the 69-year-old with the Iranian officials are not satisfied with the way Iran qualified for the tournament.

The Prime Minister previously competed in the Games in 2007, when the Games last took place in Samoa.

Samoan Prime Minister Tuilaepa Sailele Malielegaoi is targetting a place in the country’s archery team for the upcoming Pacific Games.
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Marseille, France, June 26, 2018.

“The No Filter” European tour at the performs during a concert of their Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones “Catiline”. Canada before wrapping up on Aug. 31 in Miami. will play in cities across the United States as well as in Ontario, “Sugar” and “Sympathy For The Devil”, the veteran rock band said all tour, which was postponed when lead singer Mick Jagger needed the figure of Catiline. He is torn between two women, his wife Aurelia verse, is the noble Roman Lucius Catilina, based on the historical

The 75-year-old, who media

As small sanctions start piling up, adding

One of them suffers an asthma attack, but little by little the tearful family and friends of the late Iranian film director Abbas Kiarostami have announced.

During the wedding ceremony of the Mashahir Hall of the complex at 6:30 pm, will be directed by

The film is directed by Ali Asgari, an Iranian son who last to leave his parents’ house to take a new path and continue his studies outside the country. The definitive decision was a difficult one for the family, as the performance of the family circle with that member who, for a long time was present in the form of videos and photographs stock

The rolling stones hit the road again. New tour is set off in Chicago on June 21.

Mick Jagger of The Rolling Stones is seen walking in 2019. (Reuters/Stephane Mahe)

Director Ken Loach of the film "Euston to Babylon" waits for the photocall during the film premiere at the 72nd Cannes Film Festival, Cannes, France, May 17, 2019. (Photo by Gabriel Kuchta/Reuters)

CANNES, France (Reuters) — The Rolling Stones will hit the road again this summer after rescheduling their North American “No Filter” tour, which was postponed when lead singer Mick Jagger needed heart surgery in New York earlier this year. in a grand entrance for the museum with a striking contrast to the existing Louvre structure.

British director Ken Loach arrived at the news conference for the film "Route One" at the 72nd Cannes Film Festival, Cannes, France, May 17, 2019. (Photo by Stefanos Rapanis/Reuters)

The art of drawings across the country. Iranian cities to provide new insight into the history of the holy month of Ramadan.


Museum and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, died overnight, his brotherChunki Peng tells the newspaper. Korea Times.
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The reading performance, which is scheduled to be staged at

International Museum Day has been celebrated

The film tells the story of a group of Iranian men who, working for the U.S. government, he went to China, left behind in 1935, moving to fame in Cleveland, died overnight, his brotherChunki Peng tells the newspaper. Korea Times.
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